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Forget Button for Firefox Free Download is a browser extension for Firefox and Chrome. Its purpose is to delete various types of data that web pages leave behind, even on protected websites and when visiting extensions, in order to protect your identity. More specifically, this extension enables you to delete: Browser cache: the web pages
you have visited so far Cookies: the information about your web sessions that websites store Downloads: the files you have downloaded online Forms: all the information about your searches History: the information about your browsing session Certificates: information about your certificate’s validity Service workers: applications running on

your computer that help websites interact with it If you feel you need to keep an eye on the last items, you should leave the options disabled. You should, however, be careful while browsing and ensure you are only visiting secured websites, since every little detail can help track you down. Although Forget Button for Firefox is a browser
extension, you also need to have the extension Forget Password for Firefox installed, as it is needed to keep the deletion options disabled. This extension has a paid version called Forget Password for Firefox Pro, which contains more advanced features. Forget Password for Firefox Description: Forget Password for Firefox is a browser
extension for Firefox and Chrome, that enables you to delete forms, passwords and other sensitive information left behind by websites you have visited. More specifically, this extension allows you to delete: Forms: the information about your searches Passwords: the information about your password History: the information about your

browsing session Certificates: information about your certificate’s validity Service workers: applications running on your computer that help websites interact with it If you feel you need to keep an eye on the last items, you should leave the options disabled. Forget Password for Firefox is another paid version of Forget Button for Firefox,
with more advanced features. Forget Password for Chrome Description: Forget Password for Chrome is a browser extension for Chrome that enables you to delete forms, passwords and other sensitive information left behind by websites you have visited. More specifically, this extension allows you to delete: Passwords: the information

about your password History: the information about your browsing session Certificates: information about your certificate’s validity Service workers: applications running on your computer that help websites interact with it If you feel you need to keep an eye on the last items, you should
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Displays a list of all macros recorded in the currently opened web pages. For each macro, it displays the name, command, source code and target URL.KEYMACRO lets you edit a macro and even disable a macro.KEYMACRO allows you to generate new macros using pre-recorded macros or the macro author’s own macros.KEYMACRO
allows you to save macros for each page you visit (automatic macros). Piwik (Site Stats) Plugin Description: A Plugin to display and monitor a number of Site Statistics from different APIs.Site Statistics can be easily set up to display from your own API or from the ones mentioned on the following page. You can also choose how you want
to handle them or if you want to display them by default. Piwik is a free open source (GPL) web analytics solution. It enables you to measure the number of visits, the number of pages visited, the bounce rate, the length of visits, the source of visits, where your visitors come from, which pages they visit and much more. If you're looking for
an effective way to track your visitors, set up alerts, and keep an eye on your stats, Piwik is the right tool. This extension displays the Piwik plugin on the side of the browser tab, giving you quick access to all its functionalities. Please note that not all Piwik's statistics are supported by this plugin. Filter & Sort Plugins Description: Filter and
Sort plugins are the most used Chrome plugins. Filter a website and its content (Pages, Webpages, Categories, Tags,...) Sort a website by its popularity, visits, time of last visit, last visit time, last visit duration, bounce rate,... You can also select if you want to sort the pages by the most visited pages, the most frequently visited ones, the most

recently visited, etc. The Add-on allows you to filter or sort websites or pages in any number of ways, and export a list of the most visited ones to your clipboard. Get the Add-on here Zeus Download Manager Description: Zeus is a free download manager. It enables you to download files from the web using your browser. The Add-on allows
you to manage your downloads, see the list of your pending downloads, stop them, create a queue and download them from the most convenient location. You can also generate random download URLs, disable it once the download is complete, add manual 1d6a3396d6
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Sorry, I was logged in as my wife's profile, so the buttons did not appear. What do you think? 2 5 1 0 1 by Averin 2 5 1 0 1 by Katkowsky 2 5 1 0 1 by Mathieu 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by
MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2 5 1 0 1 by MTX 2

What's New in the?

Forget Button for Firefox allows you to forget any saved passwords and any past searches for a given website, while clearing the cookies and cache of the browser to make sure your identity is kept to yourself. How to Remove Websites From History Using Firefox ====== toddmorey Still looking for a good "private browsing" solution for
FF/chrome. This is a quick (literally) walkthrough of what I came up with to date: [ ------ moltar NoScript removes all traces. This means no form fields, no history, no cookies, no extensions. ~~~ hackerboos It also disables Flash and Java and other exploits. ~~~ hackerboos [ Seven tips for designing and selling your first product. Designed
and built by a mix of designers and developers with two years of experience in development and product management for companies like Toyota, Nike, Sharp, DHL and Nestle, We created Seven, a social discovery platform, to make sharing great things with friends and family a smooth and reliable experience. We worked with our
customers as we designed Seven to become a complete social discovery experience, complete with sharing, scheduling, discovery and conversation. Now, with the release of Seven v2, we’re excited to share our tips for designing and selling your first product to help you take the next step. 1. Trust your product You need to believe in your
product to have the confidence to get it out there and share it with the world. If your product is truly unique and is solving a genuine problem you have, then it can be your biggest asset. Consider going back to your core problem and ask yourself if the product is unique enough. For us, the answer was yes, we were solving the problem of
sharing things with your friends and family, so we could be confident in our product and our users. 2. Find the right market “Show, don’t tell” isn’t always the best policy. When in doubt, listen to your users. You have no idea what people want in your product until you talk to them. If you’re building a social discovery platform, you need to
know what people want and how they want to discover things. It’s easy to start building your product in the context of your own ideas, but you’ll never
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